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June 22nd SC Guides Training Session – Meeting Notes  
Action Items from 6/22 Guide Meeting 
1. Ross/Denise compile definitions (phrasing & characteristics) for 7/5 put on Google Docs 
2. Guides provide current working drafts of Mission Statements to Denise & Ross for joint review  
3. Denise - Videotape each session moving forward 
4. Ross/Denise/Deans - Create UD draft agenda – together to kickoff day 1, end together each day 
5. Guides - Propose workshops that guides can host during UD and outcomes that they cover 
6. Guides – Review GenEd courses to evaluate potential alignment with their cluster  
7. Deans – define how Teaching Lecturers can participate in UD and form of communications  
Key Terms Review and Discussion 
• Share a draft for comment on Google docs; complete discussion at 7/13 meeting  
• Open Lab is a space and a tool 
• Project use the open lab tool 
• Open lab is a resource 
• Class could have an open lab experience 
• Where do you go for an open lab? How is it reserved? 
• Cluster activities (experiential) use open labs 
• How can we restructure current spaces (i.e. Writing Center) into Open Labs? 
• If the intention of people going to a space is interdisciplinary it is an open lab 
• New Term to be defined: experiential high impact learning  
 
University Days Discussion 
Objectives & Outcomes 
• Create understanding of strategic decisions about restructuring 
• People need to feel secure 
• Promote the aspect of growth (e.g., open lab space) 
• Have people feel better and build a community 
• Provide faculty agency and the ability to participate 
• Have people feel they can make a choice and define that process 
• Improve the ability of all UD participants to explain Cluster concept to students 
• Be clear on the Guide role as Builders  
• Participants understand the status of URSA (is it over?) and strategic execution results 
• Participants understand the relationship of URSA to Clusters initiative 
• Boost morale – “love what I do and where I am” 
• Become more visionary than reactionary 
• Inspire Trust 
• Have Fun 
• Achieve Buy-in to the cluster concept 
• Understand how clusters improve the good things you already do  
• Understand how a 4 credit model can enable cluster development and growth  
Activities/Actions  
• GenEd – bring all new ideas; transitional curriculum & faculty agency; engage current process 
• Finalize work on a common glossary of terms to be used by everyone  
• Deliver materials on how to access resources and processes 
• Inform faculty on the importance of having GenEd change to support the clusters 
• Write (and distribute) our story 
• Show/share a visual map of resources for the new operational model 
• Clarify: what stays the same; what is changing; what will be determined in the future 
• Define and describe how Teaching Lecturers integrate in cluster  
• Reinforce the President is staying through the transformation process 
• Restate that the layoffs are completed without a plan to make additional cuts 
• State what improvements have been made and are being considered 
• Describe the long term vision  
• Clarify communication tools and processes  
• Clarify and communicate the “Home” cluster enrollment/affiliation process (before UD) 
• Answer the question: Must I go to my home cluster or where I have passion?  
• Describe choice and consequences of cluster/ multi-cluster affiliation (assigned vs. passion) 
• Run multiple sessions of cluster workshops to enable participants to attend more than one 
• Create kiosks for attendees to review the 7 clusters and compare and create interest 
• Define actionable items for participants as part of the activities 
• Create communications for students regarding cluster model/structure 
• Define who can access SalesForce (PSU’s Customer Relationship Management system) 
• Incorporate the needs of Graduate students into the UD format and communications 
• Use flipped classroom approach to the workshop sessions 
• Integrate external speakers once they know what we are doing at PSU 
• Define implementation of clusters with a focus on process 
• Look for student speakers from other universities who went through the cluster experience 
• Look for speakers from President Birx’s prior Universities  
• Videotape President Birx’s remarks  
• Move kickoff to  the afternoon of the first day to accommodate President Birx’s schedule 
• Identify how cluster will meet and communicate  
• Create a tiered set of cluster information materials: beginner; intermediate; advanced 
• Provide examples of PSU cluster-like projects that are fun and cool 
• Provide a speaker who can describe PSU’s history or the academy 
• Create a visual “recipe” for a cluster 
• Create a “shared ideas” workshop format 
• Capture potential partners and external contacts  
• Integrate the external partner voice perhaps using a panel e.g., Michelle from Speare Hospital)  
• Find school directors or authors who can support President Birx’s cluster vision 
• Find multi-cluster projects and showcase them  
• Have each day begin and end with a session for all participants combined  
Notes & Open Question/issues 
• Move from strategic clusters to integrated clusters? 
• How do we not fall back into departments when we are still in same buildings and do not see 
each other? 
• Hypothetical model on how to work as clusters rather than departments – what could work in 
place of departments – give timelines – concept operationalize 
• Staff support for clusters? 
• Will clusters meet like departments? 
• Need to talk curriculum – students feel curriculum 
• How might we meet as a cluster? Physically where 
• George Epstein, Echo Group on 7/13 
• 2 days clusters and one day ideation 
IT Notes 
• Google forms – cluster projects – captures to shareable Google Sheets spreadsheet 
• Microsoft forms – cluster projects – creates downloadable spreadsheet 
• Inventory of faculty projects that are not cluster projects – could have a form for this 
• Would like to put data together projects + interests 
• Would clusters need slightly different forms? Clusters would like to review forms to see about 
customizing. 
• Office 365 groups – threaded discussions, repository of data, etc. – very robust; systems level 
creation of groups so they are not attached to individuals – each cluster will have its own group 
and calendar; Cluster guides can be an administrator of the groups 
• Can guides get more space if necessary? > terabyte or move it elsewhere and link to it 
• Would the master 365 profile be helpful to us? 
• Sway & Sights –could we create a shared public gallery space? 
• Brief description of the purpose of all the tools Office 365 offers 
• Mahara e-portfolio can capture student profiles 
Cluster Inventory 
Focus first on: Projects; People; and, Curriculum  
